Collisional and photoinitiated reaction dynamics in the ground electronic state of Ca-HCl.
Ca+HCl(upsilon,j) reactive collisions were studied for different rovibrational states of the HCl reactant using wave-packet calculations in reactant Jacobi coordinates. A recently proposed potential-energy surface was used with a barrier of approximately 0.4 eV followed by a deep well. The possibility of an insertion mechanism due to this last well has been analyzed and it was found that once the wave packet passes over the barrier most of it goes directly to CaCl+H products, which shows that the reaction dynamics is essentially direct. It was also found that there is no significant change in the reaction efficiency as a function of the initial HCl rovibrational state, because CaHCl at the barrier has an only little elongated HCl bond. Near the threshold for reaction with HCl(upsilon=0), however, the reaction shows significant steric effects for j > 0. In a complementary study, the infrared excitation from the Ca-HCl van der Waals well was simulated. The spectrum thus obtained shows several series of resonances which correspond to quasibound states correlating to excited HCl(upsilon) vibrations. The Ca-HCl binding energies of these quasibound states increase dramatically with upsilon, from 75 to 650 cm(-1), because the wave function spreads increasingly over larger HCl bond lengths. Thus it explores the region of the barrier saddle point and the deep insertion well. Although also the charge-transfer contribution increases with upsilon, the reaction probability for resonances of the upsilon=2 manifold, which are well above the reaction threshold, is still negligible. This explains the relatively long lifetimes of these upsilon=2 resonances. The reaction probability becomes significant at upsilon=3. Our simulations have shown that an experimental study of this type will allow a gradual spectroscopic probing of the barrier for the reaction.